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ni!3 paper giws neassary al;d sufficient conditions 
semigroup of a linear nonsingular subautomatcn. 
for a mw to be isomorphic tl) a 
In [ 11, Ecker considers the problem of providing necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions in order for a group to be isomorphic to a semigroup of a linear nonsingular 
subauttlmaton. He states the following theorem. 
Thcorca 1.1. Let IV1 be Q group hauing a normal subgrotip N which is abelian. 
Suppose 
(a) there is a prime number p so that r(rp = e the identity, for all 4 E N, and 
(b) if Nf Nl then there is an element &, E N1 with N, = (N,, &>. 
Then IV1 is isomorphic to a semigroup of a 1ineAr nonsingular subautomaton. 
Ecker argues this theorem by consnucting the desired linear subautomaton. 
This amstruction requires the embedding of N1 into a permutation group G of a 
set T where pn-* < INIls ITI= p” and then showing that G is a semigroup of a 
linear nonsingular subautomaton with states in VJGF(p)), the vector space of 
column n-tup!es having coordinates in GF(p1. 
l.n the tit part of this paper we show that the desired :onstructioll of licker is, 
in general, impossible although the theorem is correct. In the second pal-t of the 
pasr we give a new constructive proof of the sufficiency of the conditiorls of the 
theorem. By viewing the result through our constructim the researcher obtains 
some measure of intuition as to the relationships between linear nonsin;;ular 
automata and ?heir semigroups. 
Example 1.2, In this example we show that the bounds desire ; by Ecker arc: not 
always attainable. For this 1~ N, = &,x Z,, where 2, denotes the g-oLp of 
integers mod pz, and note that, mder the multiplication (c, b)(c, d) = (a + c’, h + d 1. 
N, is a group with identity (0, 12). Let /V = {!O, 0). f 1, 0)). 4 = ! I. 0 1, and C& = ( 1, 1 !. 
Then iv, = (A’, #J. 
105 
and xcording to his con~~,~- 
tir subautolnaton with stata 
Adding (3) and (4) gives &$z) + e(&) = S(q) whi&, as previously seen, yields a 
cosmdiction; !Gmilaily &,-t &i + &$ = 0 leads to a contradiction. 
Cansidcr now 
Applying A anl simplifying ives 
Adding (5) and 16) sves e(+) + e( &j + e(&) = 0 which, as seen pr&ously, yields 
a contradiction. Similat lg [(q@ + g(&) + &J@ = 0 ‘ieads to a contradiction. 
If 
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then applying A, simplifying and notin that 4: = (0, 0), gives 
(T) ti (8) then gives &#+,)+ &/$+ ((4:) = 0 which as above leads to :l 
ccmtradiction. %niltiy g(&ol + &(&) + &#@ = 0 leads to a contradiction. 
‘k remaining situations are g(4;) + &#b$ + S(&) + &#+J + g’( 9) = 0 =ind 
t(&)+ g(/rba + g(&)+ [(&J = 0. Again, in each case, by multiplying the giver 
equation by A, simplifying, iand adding, contradictions are obtained. 
Thus we find that {& MC,, #i& lj#& &/$} is an independent 
the dimension of VJGF(2)). 
set, contradicting 
We now give a new construction process which establishes the 
desired conditions: 
Tknwn 2.1. kt N, be a pup having a normal subgroup N 
Furdeer, wppose 
sufficiency of the 
which is abelian. 
(a) the= is ~1 prime number p so that if $ E N, dhen $2’ = e the identity, and 
(b) if Nf IV1 the re is a &E IV1 so that N, = (N, do). 
Then Nl is isomorphic to Q semigroup of a linear nonskgukar subautomaton. 
knd. Set o(NJN) = s + 1. II-en N, = N lJ N&U l l l U M#$. Let S denote the 
isomorphism between N and V,(GF(p)). Pick JI1, t/&. . . , & in N so that S($J, 
Wd, l l l ? 6(rl,) are the generators ek of VAGF(p)). Then N = (JI,, &, . . . , &). 
Let 6 be an injection of N1 into Vr+,(GF(p)) defined by 
g(k) = ek for k f= 1,2, . . . , r, 
((4 t)=e ‘+& for k = 1,2,. . . , s, 
so that 
how set 
As 
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DelGne permutationson V,,,(GF(p))asfollows TO(X) = Ax + B([(&)) and &) = 
Ax +B(6(&)) for i = 1,2, . . . , r. Then (?r,, q, . . . , ?T,) is a semigroup of a linear .-*. ~ 
_ WbuUmWou. Thu, 85 NI = (40, &, . . . , &), the matching p(&) = 
a, farr i93, lp..., t shows that N1 is isomorphic to a semigroup of a linear 
nonsi@@ar subautomaton. 
To demonstrate our construction procedure, we provide the following example. 
b8@8 2.2. Consider the pup 1& = Z2 X Zs of the previous example. Define 
the coding e as in the theorem, i.e., 
A= 
and 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1! 
0 
,\ 
1 
Wd- 0 
\ I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
W3 = 0 
0 
0 
1 
Thus we have a linear nonsingular automaton with its !3,enligrqup isomorphic L: N, 
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